
GLE Coupé



Then take a seat. The new GLE Coupé is just made to let itself go and take every 
corner of the world by storm. With its sensationally sporty design. A revolutionary 
new cockpit. And a fully active suspension that sets the benchmark in its class.

Ready to make your mark?



The new GLE Coupé really stands out. With a sensational design that is  
more sporty and stylistically confident than ever. A less upright windscreen, 
low body and sloping rear line form the elegant silhouette. Wheels of up to  
55.9 cm (22 inches) in size emphasise the SUV character of the GLE Coupé.

Some personalities 
are hard to miss.



Inside you are welcomed by two large, fully digital instruments that share the  
same elegant glass cover. Also new are the high-quality sports seats which give  
the driver and front passenger tangibly more support, allowing even more  
dynamic motoring without compromising on comfort.

Exhilaration for all the senses.



You can choose from 64 ambient colours as well as a range of different interior 
 fragrances and massage programmes in the new GLE Coupé. Or activate an 
 ENERGIZING programme such as “Vitality”, in which case all these comfort features  
are coordinated automatically.

Get in. Then get out  
feeling more relaxed.



The new GLE Coupé. 
An expression of inner strength.



The Driving Assistance package Plus offers maximum comfort and safety on 
the road to autonomous driving. As a supplement to the Driving Assistance 
package you get Active Stop-and-Go Assist, which takes the strain off you 
on motorways. A further benefit of this package is PRE-SAFE® Impulse 
Side, which can provide additional protection in side-on collisions caused 
by other road users.

The best outlook for sporty driving enjoyment and an assured driving 
 experience: the head-up display transforms your windscreen into a  
 stunning digital cockpit. This means you always have a direct view of  
key information. Your full attention remains on the road and the  
traffic conditions in front of you.

To enable you to find your way in complex traffic situations, MBUX  
Augmented Reality Navigation connects the virtual world with the real 
world. The technology incorporates graphical navigation instructions  
and traffic information into live images. So you reach your destination 
quickly, safely and stress-free.

Inspirational design meets a fully digital display with flexible presentation 
options: the Widescreen Cockpit enables information to be truly experi-
enced. The desired content can be positioned individually and the host of 
functions controlled intuitively thanks to touch technology.

Driving Assistance package Plus.

Head-up display.

MBUX Augmented Reality Navigation.

Widescreen Cockpit.



The ENERGIZING package Plus is unique. It provides the highest level of comfort for all 
the senses. To this end, a maximum of premium features are combined with innovative 
intelligence. The result is quite fascinating: your Mercedes can vitalise and cosset you in 
specific ways. For prolonged alertness at the wheel and an exceptionally pleasant drive.

Giving you perfect visibility: the adaptive MULTIBEAM LED headlamps with individually 
controllable LEDs react to the traffic situation. Partial main beam blocks out other road 
users without dazzling them. When the road is clear, ULTRA RANGE Highbeam increases 
the range by 150 metres. The cornering and active light functions also light up the field  
of vision in optimal style.

Sound on a par with that of luxury home music systems. Speakers in the roof liner  
compose a three-dimensional sound. They conduct the system like your personal  
orchestra – with VIP settings for individual seats or style settings such as “Live”  
or “Easy Listening”.

Another highlight: wheels of up to 55.9 cm (22 inches) in size clearly emphasise  
the SUV character of the new GLE Coupé.

ENERGIZING package Plus. MULTIBEAM LED headlamps.Burmester® high-end 3D surround sound system. Wheels.



Always confidently stylish on the road: the exterior embodies a sense of sporty passion. 
Characteristic SUV and coupé features add up to a highly desirable whole. Dominant 
 dimensions meet elegant contours, athletic shapes meet accentuating fine details. The 
optimised aerodynamics form the basis for efficient, smooth travel. The progressively 
 designed interior embodies a sense of elegant sportiness. Harmonious dimensions, high- 
quality materials and practical details result in a dynamic ambience for a sense of stylish 
comfort when on the road. Standard on-board features include sports seats, multifunction 
sports steering wheel, Widescreen Cockpit and the MBUX multimedia system.

More character – expressive style. In combination with the AMG Line, the Night package 
adds striking highlights in the form of exclusive black design features. These accentuate 
the sporty character and athletic design idiom of your vehicle. Ideal for individualists who 
appreciate an expressive design.

Expressive styling for an impressive appearance: the AMG Line exterior sharpens the 
sporty character of your vehicle and clearly differentiates it from the base model.  
The visual effects make your vehicle look lower and more dynamic, allowing you to make 
a clear statement in support of powerful design. The AMG Line interior lends your  
vehicle a more visible and tangible sense of sportiness. As such you can make a tasteful 
statement and demonstrate your passion for an ambience which is dynamic and  
exclusively designed, down to the finest detail.

The EXCLUSIVE Interior allows you to show what matters to you: the utmost in elegance 
and top-class quality, down to the most minute detail. Luxurious highlights in leather and 
wood characterise the refined atmosphere of your interior and reflect your good taste. 
With the comfort seats you can also enjoy a very high level of comfort on long journeys 
and arrive relaxed at your destination.

Standard equipment and appointments. The Night package.The AMG Line. The EXCLUSIVE Interior design and equipment line.



AIRMATIC package.
In the AIRMATIC package, an adaptive damping system meets state-of-the-art air suspension. The result: an intelligent 
comfort suspension which is able to adjust automatically to the driving conditions, speed and load. As a result you benefit 
from counterbalancing driving stability, with first-class comfort on poor as well as good road surfaces.

E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL.
Superior ride comfort in any situation: E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL is the synthesis of comfort, precision and dynamism – 
combined with unique off-road qualities. Experience the first-class effects of a state-of-the-art, fully active suspension  
designed to compensate for pitch, roll and shocks. On all roads and off the road. In good as well as poor driving conditions.



Not an SUV. An AMG.
A Mercedes-AMG is a clear statement. One you can experience with all the senses. An experience you 
consciously choose. Be it the design or performance, form or function: the passion for perfection 
and performance is expressed by every one of our vehicles in sound, style and joie de vivre. 
Driving a Mercedes-AMG is an expressive experience you want to have over and again. A per-
fect symbiosis of performance and style. With a Mercedes-AMG you are guaranteed to 
make a powerful, no-compromise impression. 

It’s time for your AMG experience!

www.mercedes-amg.com



Dimensions.

1 Up to parcel shelf connecting edge. 2 Below the parcel shelf. All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are averages. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.
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Please note: changes may have been made to the product since the editorial deadline (08.10.2020). The manufacturer 
reserves the right to make changes to the design, form, colour and the product specification during the delivery 
period, provided these changes, while taking into account the interests of the vendor, can be deemed reasonable with 
respect  to the purchaser. Where the seller or the manufacturer uses symbols or numbers to describe an order or the 
subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these. The illustrations may show accessories and items of 
optional 
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equipment which are not part of the standard specification. This publication is used internationally. However, 
information regarding statutory regulations, legal requirements and taxation and the consequences thereof applies 
solely to the Federal Republic of Germany and is valid at the time of the editorial deadline. For the definitive latest 
information, please contact your nearest authorised Mercedes-Benz sales partner.

Mercedes-Benz AG is one of the founding partners of the worldwide “Laureus Sport for Good Foundation”, which 
was established in 2000. It is the Mercedes-Benz brand’s most important social initiative. Laureus Sport for 
Good supports children and young people in need through social sports projects, opening up new perspectives 
and imparting important values such as team spirit, respect and determination. “Change the Game for Kids”  
is our mission statement which we wish to share with you. In buying a Mercedes-Benz you are supporting the 
“Laureus Sport for Good” movement.


